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**INTRODUCTION**

The United States Supreme Court is not supposed to be the ultimate arbiter of clean air policy. Yet, with respect to the Clean Air Act ("CAA" or "the Act") and its applicability to older power plants, the Court has had to take on that role after last term's decision in *Environmental Defense v. Duke Energy Corp.* Since the 1970s, the CAA has grandfathered some of the nation's dirtiest power plants, exempting them from special requirements of the CAA. But in *Environmental Defense*, the Court closed part of this loophole — at least for now. *Environmental Defense* developed from an enforcement action against Duke Energy ("Duke"), the nation's third largest generator of coal power, which makes the case important on its own merits. More importantly, *Environmental Defense* was part of a broad enforcement initiative that began in 1999. Many of the enforcement actions initiated around that time are still being litigated today. The outcome of *Environmental Defense* will therefore affect the outcome of many other pending lawsuits against operators of old coal plants, ensuring that a power plant which significantly increases its annual emissions is subject to the New Source Review ("NSR") provisions of the CAA. In the face of an administration that appears not to recognize clean air as a serious policy concern, the Court has finally recognized a limit to the rules that have grandfathered aging power plants for decades.

**I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND**

Duke, the defendant in *Environmental Defense*, operates 30 coal-fired electric generating units at eight plants in the Carolinas. These units all came online between 1940 and 1975. Because they were built during this period, the units are part of a group of coal power plants that, when enacting the 1970 and 1977 amendments to the CAA, Congress assumed would phase out after a lifetime of forty years. By the late 1980s, many of Duke's older plants had deteriorated to the point of being often or always out of service. A representative for Duke even admitted to state regulators that "[h]istorically, units of this age and
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3 Id.


5 Petition for Writ of Certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit at 9, *Environmental Defense*, 127 S.Ct. 1423 (No. 05-848).
condition would be retired and scrapped.\textsuperscript{6}

Despite their age, these plants were not phased out, and may continue to operate well into the future if key componentry is replaced from time to time. The boilers of these units contain thousands of steel tubes arranged in sets.\textsuperscript{7} Between 1988 and 2000, Duke replaced or redesigned twenty-nine tube assemblies.\textsuperscript{8} In many cases, the cost of replacing these tubes was several times the original cost of the entire generating unit.\textsuperscript{9} The renovations sometimes took more than a decade.\textsuperscript{10} Duke made these changes "to extend the life of the units and to allow them to run longer each day."\textsuperscript{11} The changes did not increase the hourly emissions rate, but Duke planned to operate the plants longer each day, increasing overall emissions.\textsuperscript{12} Duke undertook these renovations without seeking an applicability determination on whether the work was subject to CAA review under the NSR provisions. Consequently, the Environmental Protection Agency ("the EPA") brought an enforcement action against Duke under NSR in 2000.\textsuperscript{13} The critical dispute in \textit{Environmental Defense} is whether NSR applies only when the hourly emissions rate increases as a result of a change to a power plant, or whether it applies whenever such a change creates a significant increase in annual emissions.\textsuperscript{14}

\section*{II. REGULATORY BACKGROUND}

In an effort to coordinate state and Federal efforts to combat air pollution,\textsuperscript{15} Congress passed the CAA in 1963.\textsuperscript{16} However, the CAA became a truly powerful tool for air quality enforcement several years later in 1970, when Congress passed amendments creating the New Source Performance Standard ("NSPS") program.\textsuperscript{17} The express purpose of NSPS was "to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation's air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population."\textsuperscript{18} NSPS created rules requiring both new and "modified" sources to employ the best
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\textsuperscript{15} See \textit{General Motors Corp.} v. United States, 496 U.S. 530, 532 (1990).


\textsuperscript{18} Petition for Writ of Certiorari, \textit{supra} note 5, at 3.
available pollution control technology.  

Congress eventually concluded that the NSPS amendments of 1970 were not effective enough to prevent significant degradation of air quality in attainment areas (areas that were already "clean"). In 1977, Congress further amended the CAA, creating the NSR amendments under which the EPA brought the instant enforcement action against Duke. These amendments created more stringent requirements to ensure that the air quality in attainment areas would not degrade.

NSR differs from NSPS primarily because NSR focuses on the total emissions at the site rather than merely on the technology used to mitigate those emissions. NSR requires a power plant operator to obtain a permit before constructing a new power source or significantly modifying an existing one. If permitted, the source must then install the best available pollution control technology, identified on a case by case basis. It must also comply with the NSPS and other CAA requirements. Therefore, in a sense, NSPS review is now built into NSR.

The NSR provision apply to the “construction” of stationary sources, which encompasses both new projects and existing plants that have undergone a “modification.” Instead of redefining “modification,” the NSR statute initially incorporated that word as defined in NSPS. Congress defined “modification” as “any physical change in, or change in the method of operation of, a stationary source which increases the amount of any air pollutant emitted by such source or which results in the emission of any air pollutant not previously emitted.” Congress did not specify any particular method of measurement for determining whether an “increase” in the amount of pollutants has occurred.
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19 Id. at 4. The definition of "modification" has become a hotly contested issue and is at the center of the controversy in Environmental Defense.
20 Petition for Writ of Certiorari, supra note 5, at 5.
22 42 U.S.C. § 7470(1).
23 Id.
24 § 7475.
25 § 7479(3).
26 § 7479(a)(3).
27 These NSR provisions are the basis for the enforcement action in Environmental Defense, and this is where the grandfathering issue enters the discussion.
29 § 7479(2)(C).
30 Id. (stating that "[t]he term ‘construction’ when used in connection with any source or facility includes the modification [as defined in NSPS] of any source or facility.").
32 Id.
The statutory NSR definition of "modification" is identical to the NSPS statutory definition. Therefore, there is only one statutory definition of "modification" at issue in *Environmental Defense* — an increase in "the amount of any air pollutant emitted." However, a conflict between NSPS and NSR arose when the EPA issued more detailed regulations stating that the test for a "modification" under NSPS would be different from that under NSR. The EPA established the regulatory NSPS test first, in a 1975 regulation that defines a "modification" as any physical or operational change to a facility that increases its hourly emissions rate. Then, in 1980, the EPA created the test for a "modification" under the NSR rules, issuing a regulation that stated that an "increase" in the amount of emissions for NSR purposes is to be measured by total annual emissions. Essentially, the EPA decided that NSR should be triggered not only if a change to a power plant increases the hourly emissions rate (as with NSPS), but also if the change increases the total annual emissions as well. The work Duke did on its power plants increased only the annual emissions and not the hourly emissions. Therefore, in *Environmental Defense*, Duke argued that because the NSR statute referenced the NSPS provisions for its definition of a modification, the EPA was bound by its regulations issued under NSPS. That is, the EPA could find a modification only upon an increase in hourly emissions. The EPA responded by arguing that its two regulatory tests for a modification under NSPS and NSR are both consistent with the NSPS statute.

### III. THE DECISION

NSPS and NSR apply whenever a power plant is "constructed," which includes "modification" to an existing plant. Duke argued the NSR definition of "modification" incorporates not only the statutory NSPS definition, but also whatever subsequent regulatory gloss the EPA puts on that definition. The EPA issued regulations under the NSPS provisions defining a "modification" as a physical or operational change increasing the hourly rate of emissions. Duke claimed it was therefore only subject to NSR if its modifications caused an
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33 See 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(4); § 7479(2)(C).
34 § 7411(a)(4).
37 *Environmental Defense*, 127 S.Ct. at 1431.
38 *Id.* at 1434.
39 *Id.* at 1430.
41 See *Environmental Defense*, 127 S.Ct. at 1434.
increase in the hourly rate of emissions. The government argued that the EPA is free to create differing definitions of "modification" in the NSPS and NSR regulations. The EPA may do so, the government argued, so long as the definitions are not inconsistent with the broad statutory definition in NSPS. The dispute in Environmental Defense was therefore whether the EPA may use two different definitions of "modification" in its regulations.

The Court held that the EPA is free to put a different regulatory "gloss" on the definition of "modification" for both NSPS and NSR. This is true despite the fact that the NSR statute incorporates by reference the NSPS statutory definition of "modification." To be valid, the varying "glosses" must only be consistent with the NSPS statutory definition of "modification." Because the NSPS statutory definition could support either hourly or annual emissions tests, the Court deemed the EPA's varying regulatory glosses proper.

IV. DISCUSSION

The Court's decision has brought needed clarity to the legal standard that courts should apply in NSR enforcement actions. Any physical change leading to an increase in annual emissions will subject a power plant to the CAA's NSR provisions. The decision also resolves a split between the Fourth and Seventh Circuits as to whether the EPA may put varying constructions on the same term in its regulations. This is important for the actions that are already pending as a result of the 1999 enforcement drive. It also ensures that NSR will continue to apply to any plant which undergoes a change that increases its annual emissions.

Environmental Defense is significant in that it is only the third environmental law case in thirty-five years to be taken up by the Supreme Court where environmental groups alone sought review. By the time the case reached the

43 Environmental Defense, 127 S.Ct. at 1430-31.
44 Id. at 1430.
45 Id.
46 Id. at 1434 ("EPA's construction need do no more than fall within the limits of what is reasonable, as set by the Act's common definition.").
47 The NSPS statute defines a "modification" as a "physical change" causing an increase in "the amount of any air pollutant emitted." 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(4) (2006).
48 Environmental Defense, 127 S.Ct. at 1434. The plain language of the NSR statutory definition of "construction" refers only to the NSPS statutory definition in the NSPS title, not to subsequent regulations issued under NSPS. 42 U.S.C. § 7479(2)(C) ("The term "construction" when used in connection with any source or facility, includes the modification (as defined in section 7411(a) of this title) of any source or facility.") (emphasis added).
50 U.S. Supreme Court to Hear Duke Energy Air Pollution Case, ENVIRONMENT NEWS
Supreme Court, the government no longer claimed error. This is remarkable because if the case is truly about the EPA's regulatory power, as the opinion suggests, then the government is the party that should have the greatest interest in the outcome. But this case is not really about the EPA's regulatory power. Nor is it "just about an enforcement action against a single regulated entity." In a very understated way, this case is about closing a grandfathering loophole left open by Congress for decades.

A. The Understated Nature of the Opinion Hides Its True Significance

It is difficult to grasp the full significance of the Environmental Defense decision by simply reading the text of Justice Souter's opinion. The opinion is austere and uncontroversial in its language, discussing principles of statutory interpretation without ever mentioning United States energy policy. It was proper for the Court to avoid discussing national energy policy because statutory construction was the only issue before it in Environmental Defense. Yet the statutory construction issue was already decided in Chevron v. National Resources Defense Council, making it unnecessary for the Court to revisit the issue. Perhaps the extended statutory construction discussion in Environmental Defense served merely as a proxy to allow the Supreme Court to weigh in on a case it considered important for other reasons.

In many environmental cases, the legal issues being debated seem far afield from what is truly important in the case. Perhaps the most visible example of
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52 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984). In Chevron, the Court held:

When a court reviews an agency's construction of the statute which it administers, it is confronted with two questions. First, always, is the question whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise question at issue. If the intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter; for the court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress. If, however, the court determines Congress has not directly addressed the precise question at issue, the court does not simply impose its own construction on the statute, as would be necessary in the absence of an administrative interpretation. Rather, if the statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific issue, the question for the court is whether the agency's answer is based on a permissible construction of the statute.

Id.

53 See, e.g., Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 564 (1992) (holding that ability of citizen environmentalist to bring lawsuit to prevent extinction of a species in another part of world turned on whether citizen-plaintiff environmentalist could produce plane ticket showing that she had recently visited the species or had firm plans to visit species in near future); Rancho Viejo v. Norton,
this phenomenon is the judiciary's tendency to take on cases of great environmental significance and then address only relatively trivial and technical aspects in the opinion.\textsuperscript{54} Professor Richard Lazarus has observed that environmental law is full of such "seemingly nonsensical riddles."\textsuperscript{55} Why are so many important cases decided in a way that does not adequately reflect their significance?

Lazarus posits that the answer lies at least partly in the "nature of the nation's lawmaking institutions."\textsuperscript{56} The United States Constitution was revolutionary in its scheme of dividing power as a way to prevent an individual or a group from taking too much power.\textsuperscript{57} As a result, the defining characteristic of our political system is fragmentation.\textsuperscript{58} The Constitution divides the powers of government into three branches and gives each branch of government a part of the total government power. The result of this system is that the fragments — or branches — of government end up competing with each other and constantly overstepping their political boundaries to test the full extent of their power.\textsuperscript{59}

The Supreme Court historically has walked a delicate line to maintain its power. In the early years of the United States, the Court had relatively little power, and it had to build up its jurisdiction very cautiously. In \textit{Marbury v. Madison} the Court carefully established that it has jurisdiction to interpret the meaning of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{60} The fragmented nature of the United States political system requires the Supreme Court to be particularly cautious not to overstep its bounds. As a result, when the Court wants to address the law in a certain area, it must take up cases that involve issues over which it has jurisdiction, even if those issues are trivial compared to the issue truly at stake in the case.\textsuperscript{61} In \textit{Environmental Defense}, the Court seems to have decided a case with huge environmental implications by reviewing largely secondary issues of statutory construction and jurisdiction. In this way, the Court was able to make a major impact (at least for now) on CAA enforcement without explicitly trying to use its jurisdiction for that purpose.

\textsuperscript{55} Id.
\textsuperscript{56} Id.
\textsuperscript{57} Id. at 241.
\textsuperscript{58} Id.
\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 245-46.
\textsuperscript{60} Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137 (1803).
\textsuperscript{61} Lazarus, \textit{supra} note 54, at 247-48.
B. The United States Continues to Rely Heavily on Coal Power

Congress passed the CAA amendments at issue in Environmental Defense in the 1970s. Since then, the world’s ability to generate energy has changed dramatically. Natural gas is widely available as a far cleaner source of power than coal. Wind power is now the most rapidly growing energy resource in the world. After a federal tax credit reducing its cost by 1.9 cents per kilowatt-hour, it is also largely cost competitive with coal and natural gas power. Yet America continues to rely primarily on coal power — one of the most primitive and dirty of the power generation methods available.

Consider this illustrative example of America’s stagnant energy sector: in the 1980s, fifty-three percent of America’s power came from coal while thirteen percent came from natural gas. A decade later (when Congress had anticipated widespread retirement of America’s old coal plants), those figures remained almost exactly the same: fifty-one percent of the nation’s energy came from coal, and fifteen percent came from natural gas. As of 2006, those figures remained almost exactly the same as they were in the 1980s: forty-nine percent of our power is derived from coal, while twenty percent comes from natural gas.

America’s dependency on coal is particularly troubling because of the great proportion of the nation’s air pollution generated by coal-fired power plants. In 1999, coal-fired power plants were responsible for sixty percent of sulphur dioxide emissions, twenty-five percent of all nitrous oxide emissions, thirty-two percent of all carbon dioxide emissions, and twenty-one percent of all airborne mercury in the nation.

Comparing coal-fired power to natural gas power illustrates the impropriety of America’s reliance on coal power. Despite the fact that natural gas, like coal, is a fossil fuel, it is arguably a far better source of power. Most importantly to the current administration, natural gas is cheaper. Over the lifetime of a newly
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63 Hsu, supra note 4, at 437-38.
64 Id. at 433-34.
66 Id. at 408-09.
67 See Hsu, supra note 4, at 430-31.
68 Id. at 434.
69 Id.
71 Hsu, supra note 4, at 430.
constructed coal plant, each kilowatt-hour will cost 4.1 cents. Over the same time period for a new natural gas plant, the cost ranges from 3 to 3.5 cents per kilowatt-hour.

Natural gas is also much cleaner than coal. A unit of power from natural gas creates only thirty-three percent of the carbon dioxide, ten percent of the nitrous oxide, and virtually none of the sulphur dioxide emissions created per unit of coal power. The Kyoto Protocol target for carbon dioxide emissions in the United States is a reduction of seven percent below 1990 levels. If the United States retired eighty percent of America’s coal-fired power plants and replaced the lost generating capacity with natural gas-fired plants, without any other changes, it would accomplish the carbon dioxide emissions reductions necessary for it to meet its Kyoto target. Why, then, are other cleaner, more economical methods of producing power still eclipsed by coal power in today’s energy market? The answer is grandfathering.

C. The Prevalence of Coal Power in the United States Is Largely Due to Grandfathering

"Grandfathering" is an exception that allows an old rule to continue to apply to an existing entity. When a regulated entity has developed an expectation that the rules it faces will remain a certain way, it often seems fair to exempt that entity from sudden changes in the rules. Grandfathering also reduces political resistance to new regulations because it protects existing economic interests. Reducing political resistance is especially important in the clean air context because Congress holds primary authority over the nation’s air quality. Congress is an ever-changing body of politicians who are highly accountable for their actions. This means that members of Congress must constantly act in ways which please their constituents and contributors. A law that subjects existing power plants to costly new pollution control requirements is likely to be unpopular with the regulated entities. Passing such a law could be costly to the congress members who pass the law. Power companies are unlikely to give their financial and political support to those who advocate for stricter controls on the industry. Grandfathering tempers the bite of new legislation by exempting existing power plants from its requirements.

When Congress passed the CAA, it chose to grandfather older power plants. The CAA is the product of an era when America relied primarily on coal power.

72 Id. at 433-34.
71 Id. at 433.
74 Id. at 431.
75 Id.
76 Id. at 430.
Many of these coal plants were built as early as the 1940s with a projected life span of only forty years. Although Congress surely wanted the CAA to apply widely in the energy sector, it grandfathered the plants then in existence. Moreover, Congress has consistently drafted and redrafted the CAA to at least partially exclude from its requirements plants which had already been built at the time of the legislation.

The reason for this partial exclusion for existing coal plants was economic. When creating energy policy, Congress necessarily balances between environmental and economic concerns. Pollution control is expensive, and any new pollution control law will have significant economic consequences. Because of the cost, Congress granted a qualified exemption from the NSR requirements to plants that were in existence before it enacted NSR. Congress reasoned that for some of the older and smaller sources, "it [was] not physically or economically feasible to retrofit . . . control technology." Because Congress believed the plants would soon expire on their own, they were not viewed as a significant threat to the future of the nation's air quality. Noting that there were about 200 old coal-fired plants over twenty years of age at the time, Congress even went so far as to predict that "[m]ost [would] be totally phased out of operation in the next 5 to 20 years."

As its commentary highlights, Congress failed to anticipate the magnitude of the loophole it created for old coal-fired power plants. Instead of phasing out their older plants, older energy companies like Duke realized that the exclusions from NSPS and NSR gave them a significant advantage over new entrants to the energy sector. Not only were these coal plants already built and fully amortized, but the cost of building new power plants had also gone up significantly because of the extra compliance requirements. The cost of producing a kilowatt-hour of power from a new coal-fired source, over its lifetime, is 4.1 cents. The cost of producing the same unit of power from a new natural gas-fired source over its
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79 Id., supra note 4, at 435.
80 Id.
82 Petition for Writ of Certiorari, supra note 5, at 5. Interestingly, Christine Todd Whitman, a former EPA Administrator, believes that pollution control need not always have economic consequences, but she does not explain exactly how this can be true. See CHRISTINE TODD WHITMAN, IT'S MY PARTY TOO 188 (Emily Loose, ed., Penguin Group 2005).
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85 Id. at 5.
86 Id. at 5-6.
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88 Id. at 433-34.
lifetime ranges from 3 to 3.5 cents.\textsuperscript{89} Although from this data coal power appears to be more expensive than natural gas, when the CAA’s grandfathering treatment enters the equation, the cost of producing a kilowatt-hour from an existing coal-fired plant drops down to 2.1 cents.\textsuperscript{90} This explains why coal power remains such a staple of America’s energy diet.

America’s addiction to coal and its air pollution policy with regard to power plants has not changed significantly since the 1970s.\textsuperscript{91} Since then, the world has seen profound changes in international energy policy. Perhaps the most recognizable example is the Kyoto Protocol. There are just over 190 nations in the world, and over 160 of them have ratified the Protocol.\textsuperscript{92} The Protocol shows that pollution control need not be economically crippling. Indeed, it was designed to generate a new market of its own in the form of carbon credits.\textsuperscript{93} However, the United States still refuses to ratify.\textsuperscript{94} Despite the fact that the rest of the world has become increasingly concerned with carbon dioxide emissions over the past decade, Congress has done nothing to address carbon dioxide emissions under the CAA. This is because America remains very cautious about making even much smaller changes in policy that could impact the economy.\textsuperscript{95} The last amendments Congress made which restrict emissions from power plants were passed in 1977.\textsuperscript{96} Since then, Congress has left the EPA on its own to address the problem of aging coal plants that have slipped through the cracks in the CAA.

It remains unclear exactly why NSPS and NSR evolved to have two different tests for an “increase” in emissions. One possibility is that the EPA felt NSPS was better suited to an hourly test, while NSR was better suited to a total annual emissions test. NSR is now the primary method of regulating power plants in attainment areas, and NSPS compliance is required as part of the NSR program.

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{89} Id. at 433.
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 436.
\textsuperscript{91} See discussion supra Part IV.B.
\textsuperscript{95} Richard Lazarus explains that this averseness to change, even in the face of potentially large future problems, derives from human nature. Over thousands of years, humans have survived not by being good long-term planners, but rather by consuming what they find as soon as possible. Professor Lazarus observes that “[s]hort term needs always trumped the government’s willingness and ability to expend the massive resources necessary to guard against long-term, low-risk events, even if those events could have potentially catastrophic consequences.” He offers the Katrina disaster as an example. Although the risks facing New Orleans had been known for decades, it took a catastrophic disaster to spur people into action. See Lazarus, supra note 54, at 236-38.
\textsuperscript{96} Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977, Pub L. No. 95-95, 91 Stat. 685 (1977).\end{flushright}
Therefore, NSPS has taken a somewhat secondary role in addressing emissions from power plants. Furthermore, NSR functions differently than NSPS. NSPS focuses on the technology used to reduce emissions. The EPA could have decided to use the hourly test to determine when NSPS applies because it felt that technology was only required when hourly emissions increased. NSR, on the other hand, requires the entire plant to comply with government objectives, taking into account the total impact of the plant on its specific area. Because the functions of NSPS are so different from NSR, it makes sense to allow the EPA some discretion in applying the two regimes differently. Since Congress has declined to extend NSR any further than it did in the 1970s, the EPA decided for itself to ensure that NSR applies to any modified power plant that increases its annual emissions.

If the Court had not granted review in Environmental Defense, the main provisions of the CAA would apply to old coal plants only when they make changes that increase their hourly emissions rate. This would mean that old coal plants could be endlessly repaired and modified, and operated for longer hours throughout the year, without any governmental review (so long as their hourly emissions did not increase). In theory, they could operate twice as long during each twenty-four hour period and generate double the total annual emissions originally contemplated in their preconstruction environmental impact review. The EPA would be powerless to use NSR to prevent this because NSR would only apply if the hourly emissions rate increased. The law would therefore eternally grandfather old coal plants, even if their contribution to the nation's air pollution dramatically increased. Our system already allows plants built seventy years ago to continue to operate at their current levels without any environmental review. If we also allow them to be exempt from review when they raise their actual emissions, these older plants would essentially be completely exempt from the requirements of the CAA.
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97 Petition for Writ of Certiorari, supra note 5, at 4.
100 The EPA has recently made clear that it does not currently intend to ever force grandfathered power plants that have not increased their emissions into compliance. In denying a petition for reconsideration of its 2003 routine maintenance exception, EPA said:

We do not believe, however, the modification provisions of the CAA should be interpreted to ensure that all major facilities either must eventually trigger NSR or must degrade in performance, safety, and reliability . . . . Thus, a facility can conceivably continue to operate indefinitely without triggering NSR . . . as long as the changes do not result in emissions increases.

D. The Environmental Defense Decision Will Boost the NSR Enforcement Initiative

By establishing that the law will not eternally protect old coal power plants, the Environmental Defense decision will breathe new life into the ongoing NSR enforcement initiative. This initiative is a relatively recent aspect of the fight to subject old power plants to NSR. The Environmental Defense case is a result of this enforcement initiative, and its outcome is important in that it legitimizes the initiative after setbacks during the George W. Bush presidency. Viewing the enforcement history in chronological order demonstrates the way in which the Environmental Defense decision plays its part.

For two decades, the electric power industry was largely immune to the NSR provisions at issue in Environmental Defense. This is not because those provisions were not on the books, but rather because the EPA never enforced them. Near the end of President Clinton's term, in 1999, several states and the EPA brought enforcement actions against owners of power plants. Environmentalists were relieved to see that the government had finally begun to enforce the NSR provisions. The energy industry and conservatives, however, were angry. They disapproved of the sudden decision to enforce NSR after two decades of inaction. Some were also concerned that the NSR provisions were too vague in defining which "modifications" would subject a power plant to NSR. Former EPA Administrator Christine Whitman has stated that she disapproved of these enforcement actions, and felt that the first step should have been to define the types of modifications that would trigger NSR. Furthermore, the nation was reeling from energy crises in California and in the Northeast, in 2001 and 2003 respectively. These crises provided the energy lobby with strong arguments that energy security should come before environmental concerns.

To make matters worse, in 2002 Christine Whitman advised power plants sued for pollution violations to hold off settlement of their cases until a pending challenge to the EPA's NSR regulations came down. This "advice" emerged
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101 WHITMAN, supra note 82, at 183.
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from a hearing before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee on the Bush administration’s environmental record.\textsuperscript{109} It caused the EPA’s director of civil enforcement, Eric Schaeffer, to resign in protest of what he said was a White House determination to weaken clean air regulations.\textsuperscript{110}

It is significant that the EPA has taken actions which compromise its own enforcement lawsuits, some of which have been in litigation since the beginning of the NSR enforcement initiative in 1999.\textsuperscript{111} NSR enforcement lawsuits are enormous endeavors. The EPA begins the process by submitting a request for documents to the power plant being regulated.\textsuperscript{112} The EPA may then take years reviewing these documents before attempting settlement, filing an administrative complaint or referring the case to the Department of Justice ("DOJ") for enforcement.\textsuperscript{113} In the Environmental Defense case alone, discovery produced 4.6 million pages of documents.\textsuperscript{114} The extensive briefs submitted to the trial court were accompanied by thousands of pages of exhibits.\textsuperscript{115} Despite the amount of time and money involved in these lawsuits, the EPA and the DOJ are still apparently willing to squander these resources simply to cater to the Bush Administration’s desire to grandfather power plants.

After the controversy surrounding Whitman’s “advice,” the Bush administration decided that the best solution to its problems with NSR was to do away with NSR entirely, proposing the “Clear Skies” Initiative, which includes no limitations on greenhouse gases and has been criticized by environmental groups.\textsuperscript{116} The legislation failed.\textsuperscript{117} The administration responded by enacting new NSR regulations, which included a safe harbor provision stating that CAA review would not apply to modifications and renovations of grandfathered plants which cost less than twenty percent of the replacement cost of the unit.\textsuperscript{118} These regulations were eventually overturned in court.\textsuperscript{119} However, the failed regulations made clear the Bush administration’s priorities. Christine Whitman resigned because she felt she could never fulfill her job in defending new regulations which provide such blatant exceptions from the CAA to established
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During all these events, *Environmental Defense* continued to work its way up through the judicial system. The case culminated in a unanimous Supreme Court decision that instilled much needed life into NSR enforcement. Proof of NSR's renewed vitality arrived quickly. In October 2007, an NSR enforcement lawsuit between the DOJ and American Electric Power resulted in the largest environmental settlement in U.S. history. The settlement involved the installation of a staggering $4.6 billion of pollution control equipment, as well as a $15 million fine and a $60 million contribution to environmental mitigation projects. If this settlement is any indication of the impact the *Environmental Defense* decision will have on NSR enforcement, it is easy to assume that the days of grandfathering are limited.

E. Several Factors Call into Question the Lasting Impact of the Decision

The *Environmental Defense* decision can be viewed as a victory for the environment and as a sign that the federal government has not completely turned its back on air pollution. Yet a look at how the rules and regulations of the CAA come into (and vanish from) existence casts some doubt as to the lasting effect of this decision. First, Congress has ultimate power over national clean air issues. It passed the CAA and the amendments that enable the EPA to regulate air emissions in the first instance. If Congress were so inclined, it could reverse the Supreme Court's holding in *Environmental Defense* by passing new laws further excluding old power plants from NSR.

The EPA, however, may pose a larger threat to the legacy of the Court's decision in *Environmental Defense*. The EPA is an imperfect agency for enforcing environmental laws. It is less accountable for what it does than are members of Congress. It is an arm of the executive branch, so its loyalty is primarily to the executive, which is empowered to appoint many of its officers. As an example of the compromised nature of the EPA, consider Christine Whitman. Although she served as the head of the main agency responsible for protecting the environment of the entire Nation, Whitman was hardly an environmentalist. In her book, *It's My Party Too*, her key theme with
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regard to the environment is compromise.\textsuperscript{125} She disapproves of the approaches of both the environmental left and the regulation-averse right,\textsuperscript{126} favoring instead a shift to the “sensible center.”\textsuperscript{127} She proudly quotes an article from the \textit{Philadelphia Inquirer} about her previous governorship in New Jersey that states that “nearly two years into her first term, Whitman is neither as hostile to some of the goals of environmentalists — nor as friendly to business — as many anticipated when she took office.”\textsuperscript{128} Whitman then states that with regard to environmental policy, “[y]ou’re probably on the right track if neither side feels it’s getting everything it wants.”\textsuperscript{129} It is important to keep in mind that this is the former head of the EPA speaking, not an officer of some other agency, such as the Forest Service, which is supposed to balance environmental and economic concerns. Should the EPA be doing this balancing between environmental interests and big business? Or should it simply be responsible for enforcing our nation’s environmental laws to the fullest extent justice permits?

Even more troubling, Whitman resigned because she felt that she was too environmentally friendly for the incumbent administration.\textsuperscript{130} After her resignation, Whitman spoke with the \textit{Washington Post} about the pressure Vice President Cheney exerted on her to cater ever more to the energy industry.\textsuperscript{131} In her book, she noted that Cheney tracked her down while she was on vacation in Colorado to urge her to allow his Energy Task Force to take over the task of NSR reform.\textsuperscript{132} To the Bush administration, Whitman’s already compromised role as enforcer of America’s environmental laws was still too favorable to the environment, and she knew she had to go.

The EPA also failed to follow through with the \textit{Environmental Defense} lawsuit, which it brought in the first place, withdrawing from the litigation before it reached the Supreme Court. In fact, the United States Attorney General filed a brief \textit{in opposition} to the petition for writ of certiorari.\textsuperscript{133} The United States government’s reason for doing this was that the EPA believed it could “address any difficulties caused by the court of appeals’ decision through rulemaking.”\textsuperscript{134} While the United States Attorney General’s concern for judicial economy is commendable, it is also possible that the Bush administration simply did not want NSR to apply to power plants which undergo modifications that
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enable them to run longer hours. The U.S. Government did not simply withdraw from the action; it took an active role in opposing the petition for certiorari. This alone raises a significant question as to the commitment of the EPA and the Attorney General to enforcing the CAA, at least under the Bush administration.

The Court in Environmental Defense also did nothing to prevent the EPA from revising its rules. In fact, if anything, the decision gave the EPA more power to shape the provisions of the CAA. All the Court actually did in Environmental Defense was hold that the EPA is free to decide how to measure "increases" in emissions which subject a power source to NSR. It did not expressly hold that any modification to a power source which produces an actual increase in emissions will always subject that power source to NSR. If the EPA changes the NSR definition of an "increase" in emissions, which it may do under the holding in Environmental Defense, the law would be right back to where Duke claimed it was in that litigation. In short, the lasting environmental benefits of Environmental Defense depend almost entirely on whether or not the EPA takes subsequent action to lessen the reach of NSR.

The Bush administration also has posed a threat to NSR, but so far it has not succeeded in changing the program significantly. In 2003, it tried (and failed) to completely replace NSR with its "Clear Skies" Initiative. In her book, Whitman made clear her disdain for NSR, at one point asking "[h]ow better to reform NSR than by eliminating it?" More recently, while the Environmental Defense litigation was pending, the EPA was already considering revisions to the NSR provisions that would have completely negated any environmental benefit that the Court's decision produced. The new rule would change the NSR provisions so that an upgraded or modified plant must comply with NSR only if the changes would increase maximum potential hourly pollution. Furthermore, the proposed rule would apply retroactively, meaning that the enforcement actions still pending would be resolved in favor of the power plants. In essence, the EPA is trying to create through rulemaking the exact standard demanded by the power company in Environmental Defense. Actions such as this seriously undermine the possibility of environmentally favorable settlements in the enforcement actions which are still pending.

The NSR program is also vulnerable in that other agencies could attempt to strip it away from the EPA. During Whitman's time as EPA Administrator,
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Vice President Cheney almost succeeded in transferring the NSR policymaking authority from the EPA to the Department of Energy. The Bush administration regarded NSR as an issue of energy production rather than environmental protection. At the time, the nation was still concerned with the recent energy crisis in California, and energy security had become a national issue. Whitman has stated that she had to fight tooth and nail to ensure that NSR policymaking authority would remain with the EPA rather than with the Department of Energy. This Article has already noted that the EPA under the Bush administration takes business concerns strongly into consideration. If NSR policymaking authority went to the Department of Energy, it is hard to imagine how NSR would retain any continued power to regulate emissions from the energy sector.

Whether the Environmental Defense decision will have any lasting environmental value thus depends on the priorities of the EPA, which in turn depend on the incumbent administration. We are not far off from a new administration, which means the composition of the EPA could change significantly in the near future.

CONCLUSION

With regard to the stated goals of the Clean Air Act, Congress has made enormous missteps in its treatment of power plants. Although some would come to the defense of the Congress of the 1970s in pointing out that it expected the plants it exempted from NSR and NSPS requirements to be retired after forty years. However, even if Congress did base these exemptions on that assumption, it should have included provisions covering the possibility that phase-out would not occur. In this case, the amendments should have included provisions stating that the older plants would at some point in the future be subject to NSR. This would be fair, as it would allow the then-existing plants a grace period before NSR kicked in without giving the old plants a significant advantage over new power plants (which are always subject to NSR).

Today, Congress and the current administration have already seen the effects of their past mistakes, yet they continue to take no action in remedying those errors by creating new amendments to the CAA. As the Washington Post appropriately put it, "[i]t should not take the Supreme Court to determine what it
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Bringing New Source Review Back means to ‘increase’ the air pollution put out by power plants.” Yet this is what happened in Environmental Defense. On a very fundamental level, this decision makes sense. It is a basic principle of environmental review that the approval of a project is made based on the then-foreseeable impacts of that project. When power plants originally receive government permission to operate, the government grants that permission after evaluating the impact the plant will have on the environment. When operators make changes to a power plant, those changes may not have been contemplated at all when the original environmental review was done. If these changes adversely affect the environment in a way not contemplated by the original government approval, it is proper that the project proponent should again have to seek governmental review of its plans. This is true especially when the activity involves harm to the environment to such a degree as that caused by aging coal power plants. Congress and the EPA have refused to close these gaps in the CAA. This lack of concern for one of the largest sources of emissions in the nation has caused even a relatively conservative Supreme Court to seize the opportunity to close the gaps — at least for the present.
